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**LB3221.C38 2011**
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**HT167.K38 2010**

**HT167.K44 2004**

**HT167.K38 2000**
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Mounayar, Michel, ed. *Design as a Social Act: Embedding Students in Our Communities*. College of Architecture and Planning, Ball State University, 2013.

Mounayar, Michel, German T. Cruz and Cheryl Bove, eds. *Flow, Filter, Function, Feeling and Focus.*

**RA967.G827 2008**


**HT147.A2 T73 2013**

**HT166.C765 2010**

**HN670.8.A8 P454 1998**

**HT167.R33 1998**

**LD2489.Z52 1980 .R323**
Race, Bruce. *Jackson Central City Urban Design and County Office Building*. Thesis (B. Arch.), Ball State University, 1980.

**LD2489.Z75 1985 .S65**
Smith, Leslie H. *Public Attitudes as to the Likelihood of Occurrence of Environmental Problems In or Near Sanitary Landfills*. Thesis (M.L.A.), Ball State University, 1985.

**LD2489.Z75 2004 .T66** – Archives & Special Collections, Bracken Library

**LD2489.Z73 1982 .T78** – Bracken Library

**LD2489.Z52 1980 .T78**
Truex, Scott I. *Houston Hostel*. Thesis (B. Arch.), Ball State University, 1980.
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LD2489.Z4 1971 .U53 – Archives & Special Collections, Bracken Library
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NA2728.A26 2000